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ABSTRACT 

The high frequency wireless communication and high-speed electronics 

industries are demanding increasingly more sophisticated microwave integrated circuits. 

Today, conventional microwave integrated circuits have used single substrate planar 

microstrip line or suspended and inverted microstrip lines. Present day microwave 

integrated circuits, however, cannot rely solely on conventional microstrip line or its 

derivatives. During the past five years new quasi-planar microstrip lines, known as 

microshields, have been proposed. Electrical properties of such lines have not been 

adequately studied either experimentally or theoretically. There is a strong need for such 

studies. This thesis aims to fill this gap for some newly emerged quasi-planar lines, 

using the finite element method. By implementing the incremental inductance rule, the 

finite element method is used for transmission line loss calculation. It is then used in 

estimating the effects of metal penetration in microshield transmission lines used in 

modern day microwave circuits. This research will help advance the art of microwav6 

integrated circuit technology. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

.1 Background 

Two-conductor transmission lines are indispensable elements in any branch of 

Electrical Engineering. They have been in existence since the beginning of Electrical 

Engineering. Figure 1.1 shows the simplest two-conductor transmission line. With the 

advances and the accompanying application of technology, the basic two-conductor line 

has assumed many different forms for various applications. 

Figure 1.1. The basic two conductor transmission line 

Figure 1.2 shows various two-conductor transmission lines used for high 

frequency applications. The basic configuration of these two-conductor transmission 

lines involves two metallic conductors and a dielectric medium filling the space between 

1 



them. If this space contains only one dielectric material, the line is referred to as a 

homogeneous line. When two or more different dielectric materials are present in this 

space, the line is referred to as an inhomogeneous line. 

SUBSTRATE 

MICROSTRIP LINE 

SLOT 

FINLINE 

METAL 

STRIP 

METAL 

DIELECTRIC 

SLOT 

METAL 

METAL 

\t‘ 

SUBSTRATE 

SUSPENDED STRIPLINE 

SUBSTRATE 

TRAPPED INVERTED MICROSTRIP LINE 

SUBSTRATE SUBSTRATE 

SLOTLINE COPLANAR WAVEGUIDE 

Figure 1.2. Various two conductor transmission lines 

In a transmission line, the phase constant is defined as phase shift per unit length. 

Since a wave propagating in a transmission line undergoes 2it radians of phase shift per 

wavelength, the phase constant is given by p = 27c/X , where a, is the wavelength in the 

transmission line. In a homogeneous transmission line, the phase constant is a linear 
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function of frequency. However, in an inhomogeneous transmission line, 

propagation constant is a nonlinear function of frequency. 

Microstrip, the second-generation strip transmission line, became popular with 

the availability of low-loss dielectric, ferrite and semi-conductor substrates in the late 

sixties. This transmission line, assembled from planar metal conductors on an insulating 

substrate, is a basic element in microwave integrated circuit (MIC) technology. The 

conventional microstrip is shown in Figure 1.3. Microwave circuits and components 

with microstrip have the following advantages. The complete conductor layout can be 

deposited and processed on a single dielectric substrate. The substrate is supported by a 

single metal ground plane only, thus the fabrication cost is reduced considerably. Beam-

lead devices can be bonded directly to the conducting strip on the substrate. Finally, the 

size of a microwave component or subsystem is reduced substantially depending upon 

the substrate dielectric constant. 

14 -wH 

d 
k 

x 

Figure 1.3. Conventional microstrip line 

Conventional microstrip, despite all the advantages at microwave frequencies (1-

40 GHz), tends to be excessively lossy at millimeter-wave frequencies (40-100 GHz). 

Besides, fabricational difficulties arise due to the required small dimensional tolerances 

at these higher frequencies. In order to overcome these problems the suspended and 

inverted microstrip configurations were proposed [1]. Both these structures incorporate 
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an air-gap between the ground plane and the dielectric substrate (Figure 1.4a and 1.4b). 

This results in the reduction of the zero frequency effective dielectric constant erff (0) 

(to be discussed in a later chapter) of the propagation medium. For the suspended 

microstrip (Figure 1.4a), Erff (0) lies between 1 and E r ; and for an inverted microstrip 

(Figure 1.4b), it lies between 1 and 0.5( Er +1), where E r is the substrate dielectric 

constant. Because of the low effective dielectric constant, suspended and inverted 

microstrip result in larger circuit dimensions, leading to less stringent mechanical 

tolerances. This also causes fewer fields to be present near the ground plane and 

consequently reduces the conductor loss in the ground plane [2], [3]. 

~WH 

Air 

1' I
x 

(a) 

w-H 

Air 

TY 
x 

(b) 

T 
a 

Figure 1.4. (a) Suspended microstrip, (b) inverted microstrip 
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It is estimated that 110 GHz is the approximate upper frequency limit for 

operation of these transmission lines in millimeter-wave integrated circuits. This 

limitation result from the combination of techniques required for meeting fabrication 

tolerances, handling fragility and mode suppression. Losses in these structures at higher 

frequencies become significant. Radiation losses from surface waves, bends and 

junctions become a serious problem in case of open structures. In practical structures, 

however, these problems are greatly alleviated by using metallic shielding. 

The growing intensity of millimeter-wave integrated circuits and advantages 

offered by suspended and inverted microstrips in terms of cross sectional dimension, 

frequency range of operation, leakage field confinement and low cost circuit design and 

development have resulted in realization of many important circuit components in such 

transmission lines. 

A substantial amount of research work has been carried out on planar 

transmission lines since 1969 up to 1990, as described above. Such transmission lines 

invariably have conductors of rectangular cross-section and at the most two or three 

dielectric layers. The explosive growth in wireless industry in the 1990's has demanded 

highly complex system and circuit requirements. Therefore, planar transmission lines are 

currently being replaced by microstrip lines of non-rectangular cross sections. Such 

newly emerged microstrips have properties that are considerably different from those of 

conventional quasi-planar transmission lines or microstrip lines. 

Since 1969, a substantial amount of research on uniform multi-conductor planar 

transmission lines has been focussed on the determination of characteristic impedances 
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d propagation constants of various planar transmission lines [4]-[7]. However, with 

e emerging new applications of such transmission lines in modern high performance 

ltra-compact Microwave Integrated Circuits (MICs) and Microwave Monolithic 

I tegrated Circuits (MMICs), finite metallization thickness and penetration of strips into 

s bstrates and their effects have become very significant [8]. Modern MICs and MMICs 

e miniaturized and very densely packed. Therefore, the metallization thickness 

ccupies considerable volume in a circuit. Besides, finite metallization thickness and the 

enetration of metallization into the substrate cause higher conductor loss. 

As mentioned before, although conventional microstrip configurations are quite 

seful in modern microwave circuits, a number of non-conventional microstrip line 

nfigurations have started gaining importance in modern MICs and MMICs. Figures 

1.5(a)-(f) show six possible types of non-conventional microstrip lines. These are also li

ailed microshield lines. 

The new microstrip lines have been inadequately experimentally studied. In 

ddition, very little theoretical results are available. Consequently, there is a strong need 

r theoretical investigation of the propagation characteristics of these microstrip lines. 

Metal 
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Figure 1.5 (a) V-shaped microshield line 
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Figure 1.5 (b) V-shaped coupled microshield line 
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Figure 1.5 (d) V-shaped broadside-edge coupled microshield 
line 
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Figure 1.5 (e) W-shaped broadside-edge coupled microshield 
line 
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Figure 1.5 (0 U-shaped microshield line 

These microwave transmission lines can be considered as multi-port networks. 

s examples, two microshield lines are presented. Figure 1.6 shows the V-shaped 

coupled microshield line as a four-port network structure. Figure 1.7 shows a broadside 
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upled microshield line as a four-port network structure. Similarly, the broadside edge 

upled structures can be considered as eight port networks. 

Figure 1.6 V-shaped coupled microshield line as a four-port 
network. 
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Dielectric 

Figure 1.7 Broadside coupled microshield line as a four-port 
network structure. 

1.2 Objectives 

In view of what has been described above, this thesis has the following 

objectives: 

1 To establish the suitability of the finite element method for quasi-static analysis of 

any arbitrary shaped planar and quasi-planar transmission line that have a finite 

metallization thickness and embedded in a general anisotropic medium. 

2 To generalize and implement the incremental inductance rule for loss calculation of 

inhomogeneous transmission lines. 
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3. To study the effect of metal penetration depth on the electrical parameters of single, 

edge-coupled and broadside coupled microstrip lines in a shielded inhomogeneous 

and anisotropic medium. 

4. To analyze the characteristics of newly emerged V and W-shaped quasi-planar 

transmission lines. 

5. To propose and analyze new V and W-shaped coupled microshield lines in edge-

coupled and broadside edge-coupled form. 

6. To discuss the computed results. 

7. To conclude the work and discuss the scope for further work. 

1.3 Organization of the Thesis 

The thesis is organized in six chapters: 

Chapter 1 presents a background of the research starting with an introduction. 

This is then followed by a literature survey and the need for this research is explained. 

Chapter 2 begins with an introduction of useful parameters of a quasi-planar 

transmission line relevant to microwave integrated circuit design. This is then followed 

by a survey of the existing numerical techniques used in quasi-planar transmission line 

analysis. 

Chapter 3 presents the verification of the numerical approaches and computer 

codes using published numerical and experimental results. 

Chapter 4 presents the study of effects of metal penetration depth into substrates 

of single, edge-coupled and broadside edge-coupled microstrip lines. 
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Chapter 5 presents the analyses of newly emerged V and W-shaped quasi-planar 

t ansmission lines and newly proposed V- and W-shaped edge and broadside edge 

c upled quasi-planar transmission lines. 

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and discusses the scope for further research. 

.4 Chapter Conclusion 

11 

This chapter presents an introduction to "strip" transmission lines and a literature 

rvey. A number of newly emerged quasi-planar transmission lines, used in microwave 

tegrated circuits, are introduced and the need for quasi-static analyses of the structures 

established. The chapter ends with a detailed description of the objectives of the thesis 

id the organization of the thesis. 
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Chapter 2 

Survey of Numerical Techniques Used in Quasi-

Planar Microwave Transmission Line Analysis 

2.1 Useful Parameters of a Quasi-planar Transmission 

Line 

The most useful parameters of any transmission line are the complex propagation 

constant 'y and the characteristic impedance Zo. Analytical expressions for these 

parameters can be derived from an equivalent network of a two-conductor transmission 

line. 

2.1.1 The Equivalent Network of a Two-conductor 

Transmission Line 

The theories involved in microwave transmission lines can be used to solve 

quasi-planar transmission line propagation problems. Mathematically, the microwave 

transmission line is divided into infinitesimal segments; each such segment is considered 

identical to all other segments. An equivalent circuit for a segment with two conductors 

is illustrated in Figure 2.1. 
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The R, L, C and G are defined as the resistance, inductance, capacitance and 

conductance expressed per unit length and their values are assumed to be unchanging 

throughout the transmission line. The length of this segment is shown as Sz with current 

I and voltage V at the input end. At the other end, a distance of 8z away, these values 

have changed to /+8/ and V+8 V. 

I 1+61 

R z R z • 
A 

V 

• 

C z GSz V+SV 

• 

Figure 2.1. Equivalent circuit for a two-conductor segment 

Equations for 8V and 8/ can be written as follows: 

8 V —[RI +L—D/18z at 

5/ --I GV+ C atV18z , 

where t is the time in seconds. 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 
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As the value of 8z 0, the value of 8V and 8/ will also approach zero, and the 

terms on the left hand side and the right hand side of equations (2.1) and (2.2) become 

equal. Thus, the differential form of each equation is obtained: 

dz
—d V(z,t)=—(R+ L—d )I(z,t) 

dt 

—I(z,t)=—(G+C—dt)V(z,t) 
dz d 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

Decoupling (2.3) and (2.4) yield the following equations (an assumption of e'°4

type time variation has been made, where w is the angular or radian frequency): 

where 

d2V(z) 

dz2 
= (R + jo)L)(G+ jc0C)V(z), 

d2 /(z) 

dz2 
= (R + j(.0L)(G+ jcoC)I(z), 

(2.5a) 

(2.5b) 

V(z,t)=V(z)et = V(z)[cos(wt) + jsin(cot)] , (2.6a) 

I(z,t)= I(z)eft" = I(z)[cos(wt) + j sin(cot)] . (2.6b) 

The solutions to these forms of differential equations (Equations (2.5a) and 

(2.5b)) are 

V(z, t) = [V f e-1' +Vrez]eiwt , (2.7) 

/(z, t) = [I fe-'z + I reTz]efi" , (2.8) 

where Vf is the amplitude and phase of the forward traveling wave, V,. is the amplitude 

and phase of the backward traveling wave, / f = —Vf / Z0 and I. = / Z0 , 'y is the 
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propagation constant and Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the line. y and Z0 are 

given by: 

= [(R + jcoL)(G + jcoC)}112

Z = [(R + jcoL) /(G + jwC)]112

In general, the value for y is complex and of the form 

Y = a + JR 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

The real part of this expression is referred to as the attenuation constant a and the 

imaginary part as the phase constant 0 [9]. 

The above equations are based on the assumption of the propagation of a purely 

s nusoidal wave of single frequency. It means Zo (co) and y (o)) is the functions of 

frequency. This frequency appears on the right hand sides of Equations (2.7) and (2.8) in 

two terms: first in the propagation constant y and next in the time dependency el' . For a 

non-sinusoidal wave, the overall time and space dependent solution will be a linear 

combination of the solution for each frequency component of the wave. Therefore, it is 

necessary that the propagation constant y for each frequency be determined. 

As mentioned before the two most important parameters of a quasi-planar transmission 

line are the characteristic impedance Zo and the propagation constant y, both of which 

can be evaluated from equation (2.9) and (2.10). In addition, since quasi-planar 

microwave transmission lines are physically short (compare these to a 60 Hz power 

transmission line, which can be hundreds of kilometers long). The power losses are a 

small percentage of the total power. By approximating the lines under consideration to 

lossless lines, simple but accurate expressions for Zo and y can be obtained. 
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With this restriction (i.e., 0 and G 4=• 0 ), equation (2.9) and (2.10) become 

y = [0? + jct.) L )(G + je) C)]'' 2 = jco(L01/2 = jR , (2.12) 

Za = [(R + j(0L)AG + j(0C)F2 a- V/0 1/2 (2.13) 

Here the expression for y has only imaginary terms (i.e., the attenuation constant 

a = 0). Note that Z0 is independent of frequency and that y has linear dependence on 

frequency. 

By recognizing that the velocity vph of propagation of a constant phase point is 

equal to the speed of electromagnetic wave c in free space, when the dielectric material 

surrounding the microwave transmission line is air (E r =1), we can then equate the two: 

= R = (LC")
-y2 

= c , (2.14)

where Ca is the capacitance per unit length of the microwave transmission line in air 

only. In a medium other than air, the value of the capacitance should be multiplied by 

the dielectric constant Er of the medium with the resultant phase velocity modified to 

yield 

[10] 

C 
V ph = (LcaEr I = (Lca) 'v2 (0 " V, 61 • 

,
12 

It is interesting to note that Erm is equal to optical refractive index n. 

V ph = - 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

By manipulating Equations (2.12) and (2.1.3) we obtain expressions for Z0 and p 
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1 
Zo =   

cljc ca 

13 =COE,./2

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

In the case where more than one dielectric material is used, the value Er in 

equation (2.16) and (2.18) is replaced with an effective value Leff which accounts for the 

differences between those materials. We define 

C 
= Leff

a

(2.19) 

Evaluations of C and Ca are required before being able to determine the values of 

the characteristic impedance Zo or the propagation constant 13. Several methods can be 

used to determine the value of C and Ca. 

2.1.2 Conductor Loss Coefficient 

Attenuation in a quasi-planar microwave transmission line is caused by two loss 

components: conductor loss and dielectric loss. If a magnetic substrate is used, 

magnetic loss component will also be present. In this thesis, I consider only conductor 

loss. Dielectric and magnetic losses are neglected 

A comprehensive treatment of conductor loss in a microstrip structure is given 

r

i:Thb Pucel et al. [11] and by Schneider [12]. Both of these analyses are based on 

eeler's "incremental inductance rule" [13]. In Wheeler's rule, the series surface 

sistance R per unit length is expressed in terms of that part of the total inductance per 
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it length that is attributable to the skin effect. That is the inductance L' is produced by

e magnetic field within the conductors. 

It is well known that for a conductor the surface impedance Z = Rs + jX, [13] 

h s a real part R, (surface resistance per unit length) that is equal to the imaginary part 

That is, 

Rs = XS = o)L' . (2.20) 

According to Wheeler [13], inductance L' can be found from the external 

ductance L per unit length. L' is an incremental increase in L caused the skin effect. 

s situation is shown in Figure 2.2a. The amount of recession of the conducting region 

('.e. the metallic wall) is equal to half the skin depth S s = (2 / (.0µa c )1/2 . An assumption 

derlying this rule is that the radius of curvature and the thickness of the conductors 

e posed to the electromagnetic fields are greater than the skin depth, preferably several 

skin depths. 

According to Wheeler [13], we have 

aL 8s 
1-10 an 2 

R az, 
an ,

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

where aL/an denotes the derivative of L with respect to incremental recession of the 

wall, n is the normal direction to this wall, and Rs = cuµ Ss /2 is the surface resistance 

of the wall. 
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The attenuation constant due to conductor (ohmic) loss is defined as 

as 

P  Power loss in conductors/unit length a  C  = (nepers/unit length). (2.23) C 2P(z) 2(Power transmitted) 

In terms of R and Z0 (real part of characteristic impedance), a c may be written 

2 111 R  aL °cc =  LR 
21112 Zo 2µ0Z0 s an 

(2.24) 

where / is the RMS value of the current in z-direction. The z direction is out of the paper 

in Figure 2.2(a). Inductance L of the quasi-planar microwave transmission line structure 

can be expressed in terms of the characteristic impedance of the quasi-planar microwave 

transmission line with the substrate replaced by air (Z0 ). It is given by 

L = 47/c, (2.25) 

where c is the velocity of electromagnetic waves in free space. Wheeler's incremental 

inductance rule requires the thickness of the conductors to be greater than about four 

times the skin depth. 

Os/2 t w
812 

Os/ 

812 

t STRIP th 

GROUND PLANE 

Figure 2.2(a). Reduction of physical dimension by the skin 
depth 8,12 in a stripline configuration 
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512 
Ti STRIP th 

GROUND PLANE 

Figure 2.2(b). Reduction of physical dimension by the skin 
depth 6S /2 in a microstrip configuration 

Based on Wheeler's rule, the conductor attenuation constant oc, of 

homogeneous transmission line can be calculated by using the actual structure 

capacitance. C A new capacitance C' is calculated using the dimension of the structure 

a tered by the skin depth 8,12 [14] as shown in Figure 2.2(a) and the equation 

= TE f  [ C')] (Np/m), (2.26) 
0.2998 C 

where f is the operation frequency in gigahertz, er is the dielectric constant of the 

homogenous medium and Np is neper (1 neper = 8.686dB). Equation (2.26) is known as 

Perlow's equation, which is valid for homogeneous structures only. No such equation 

exists for a non-homogeneous structure. In order to generalize Equation (2.26) to include 

non-homogeneous structures, we propose the following generalization of Equation 

(2.26) 

f  [1 a( C")] 0\113/m)' ac 
=1t 

Fe;  0.2998 C 
(2.27) 
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where Eeff is the effective dielectric constant of the non-homogeneous microwave 

transmission line structure, C" is the capacitance of the air filled microwave 

transmission line, and C°' is the capacitance of the air filled microwave transmission 

line having the conductor dimensions altered by the skin depth as shown in Figure 

2.2(b). Henceforth we will refer to Equation (2.27) as the generalized Perlow's equation. 

2.1.3 The Effect of Substrate Anisotropy 

Some anisotropic substrates, e.g. pyrolytic boron nitride and sappire, have certain 

advantages over the commonly used isotropic substrates like RT-Duroid, fused quartz 

a umina, etc. These include lower losses, higher homogeneity and lower variations of 

e ectrical properties from specimen to specimen [15]. 

Consider a two-layered anisotropic stripline with a rectangular shielding box, as 

shown in Figure 2.3. The permittivity tensor of the anisotropic regions j (j = 1,2 for two 

layered anisotropic dielectric regions) is given by 

. 0 0 

0 En/ 0 , (2.28) 

0 0 Ezzi_

The relative dielectric constants along the principal axes of the anisotropic media 

in dielectric j are eu and En/ . The axes j and TV are oriented at angle O with respect 

to x and y-axes, in the x-y plane. Similar defmitions exist for dielectric 2. The 

permittivity tensor [ei ] for an arbitrary dielectric region in the x-y-z coordinate system 

is obtained by applying the following transformation: 
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jii , 

Dielectric 1 

Figure 2.3. Two-layered stripline with anisotropic substrates-
principal axes arbitrarily rotated with respect to x-y coordinate 
axes 

Vs

[E,]= ([r,]`• k,f• [F, ]Ydet [F, I 

here 

cos Of — sin 0j

[F]= sin Of cos Of 0 

0 0 1 

thus, 

k j 1= 20 

where, 

Exxj

E xYJ 

0 

Exyj 

0 

0 

0 

Ezzj 

, 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

Exv = E cost Of S.1112 Of , (2.32a) 

Exyj = — 80 sin Of cos j , (2.32b) 
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£YYJ . = £ sine +e cost Of . 
IV 

(2.32c) 

Laplace's equation for the electric potential Oi (j = 1,2) of two regions in the x-y 

coordinate system is given by [15] 

V • ([E j] • V(I), (x, y)) = 0 . (2.33) 

Expanding Equation (2.33), we get 

0 (x, y ,  0
• a24q" ) ' ) a2o 

E j  

(x y) 
- Ex xi +26 

a2 
x" aXaY 

aye (2.33a) 

Equation (2.33a) is the basic and the most general equation for computing 

microwave transmission line characteristics in anisotropic and non-homogenous 

medium. 

2.1.4 Strip Coupling 

Multi-conductor coupled transmission lines are extensively used in MICs and 

MMICs. The electromagnetic coupling effects between parallel coupled transmission 

lines form the basis for a variety of useful circuits such as directional couplers, filters, 

phase shift networks and other important transmission line devices. 

A pair of strip conductors situated in a homogeneous dielectric medium can 

support two fundamental TEM modes, called the 'even-mode' and the 'odd-mode'. 

According to the strips layout, the field coupling between the conductors can also be 

divided in two formats, edge coupling and broadside coupling. In edge coupling, the 

smallest dimension of each conductor strip faces the other conductor strip. In broadside 

coupling, the largest dimension of each conductor strip faces the other conductor strip. 
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The TEM means both electric and magnetic fields are normal to the direction of 

propagation. Compared to common mode and differential transmission in a twisted wire 

pair, these terms refer to the two possible ways in which the electromagnetically coupled 

two-conductor strip transmission lines can be excited. In the even-mode, the two strip 

conductors are excited in equal potential amplitude and in-phase (both positives with 

respect to ground). However, in the odd-mode, they are excited in equal potential 

amplitudes, but with opposite phase (one positive and the other negative with respect to 

ground). The configurations for these two modes of excitation are illustrated 

schematically in Figure 2.4, for the edge-coupled as well as the broadside-coupled strip 

transmission lines. The figures are a cross-sectional view of the transmission line. 

Current flows normal to the page surface. In these illustrations, pp' represents the plane 

of symmetry. We designate the two characteristic impedances of the structure as Ze and 

Zo , where the subscripts e and o represent the even- and odd-modes, respectively. Under 

the quasi-static approximation, the even-mode and odd-mode impedances can be 

expressed in terms of the line capacitances as 

1 
Ze =  

clf CeC: 

1 
Zo = ,  

NC0C: 

(2.34a) 

(2.34b) 

where Ce and Ce are the even- and odd-mode capacitances per unit length of one of the 

coupled lines. The terms and Co are the even- and odd-mode capacitance per unit 

length of one of the coupled lines when all dielectric materials are replaced by air. The 
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F 

re 

e 

b 

p 

fective dielectric constants for the even- and odd-modes, represented by eeffe and cob , 

spectively, can be expressed in terms of the per unit length capacitances as 

P Magnetic wall P Electric wall 

Edge coupled even mode Edge coupled odd mode 

Magnetic wall Electric wall 

p p P.

Broadside coupled even mode Broadside coupled odd mode 

Figure 2.4. The cross-section of electromagnetically coupled 
edge-coupled and broadside coupled strip transmission lines 

= e 
.̀'effe a 

C e

£e = o 

ff°  C a

(2.35a) 

(2.35b) 

Figures 2.5 shows the schematic structures of coupled transmission lines that use 

oth edge coupling and broadside coupling. The four strips in the Figures have two 

lanes of symmetry pp' and qq'. Either an electric wall or a magnetic wall may exist at 

the symmetry planes depending on the type of excitation. The electric wall is defined as 

a surface that there are no tangential electric field components on the surface. The 
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magnetic wall is defined as another surface that there are no normal electric field 

mponents on the surface. The four modes can be defined [15] as: 

Even-even mode (ee): pp' magnetic wall, qq' magnetic wall, 

Even-odd mode (eo): pp' magnetic wall, qq' electric wall, 

Odd-even mode (oe): pp' electric wall, qq' magnetic wall, 

Odd-odd mode (oo): pp' electric wall, qq' electric wall. 

The characteristic impedances and effective dielectric constants of the four 

modes, under the quasi-static approximation, are given by 

[17' Magnetic wall P Magnetic wall 

q' q 

Ir 

Even-even mode 

Electric wall 

Even-odd mode 

P Magnetic wall P Electric wall 

q 

Electric wall 

Odd-even mode 

q qi 

P 
Odd-odd mode 

Figure 2.5. The cross-section of electromagnetically coupled 
broadside-edge-coupled strip transmission lines 

Zee =  1 
NC„C:, 

Zeo =  1,
NCeoC:, 

(2.36a) 

(2.36b) 
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Z =  (2.36c) 
" 

1  
cliCoeC:e

Zoo =  1 (2.36d) 
c Coo C:o

e = c ee (2.37a) estree c:  9e 

6
efJeo 
 = Ceo (2.37b) 

Ceo

6 
effoe 

= c oea (2.37c) 
Coe

E =  Coo (2.37d) eliroo a c oo

where Cee , Ceo , Coe and Coo are the line capacitances per unit length of the structure for 

the four propagation modes; the terms q e, c oao and C:0 are the corresponding 

capacitances of the structure when all dielectrics are replaced by air. The characteristic 

impedances and the effective dielectric constants can be determined from the knowledge 

of the capacitances of the structure corresponding to the various basic modes. 

2.2 Basic Numerical Methods 

As with any other transmission line structure, the analysis methods for a quasi-

planar microwave transmission line are aimed at determining the characteristic 

impedance and propagation constant (phase velocity and attenuation constant). The 

various methods of quasi-planar microwave transmission line analysis may be divided 

into two main groups. In the first group, which comprises quasi-static methods, the 
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nature of the mode of propagation is considered to be pure TEM and the microwave 

transmission line characteristics are calculated from the electrostatic capacitance of the 

structure. It is found that this analysis is adequate for designing circuits at lower 

frequencies where the strip width and the substrate thickness are much smaller than the 

wavelength in the dielectric material. The second group of methods allow for electric 

and magnetic fields in the z direction and are therefore substantially more complex. 

These methods are known as full-wave analysis. In this thesis, analysis will be limited to 

quasi-static. 

In quasi-static analysis, the mode of wave propagation in a quasi-planar 

microwave transmission line is assumed purely TEM. Transmission characteristics are 

then calculated from the values of two capacitances. One is Ca a unit length of the 

quasi-planar microwave transmission line configuration with the dielectric substrate 

replaced by air. Another is C a unit length of the quasi-planar microwave transmission 

line with the dielectric substrate present. Values of characteristic impedance Zo, and the 

phase constant [3 can be written in terms of these capacitances as 

Ca ]1/2 

Z o = 

C 
1/2 

13=13i ca 9 

where 4, = ) and po = oyc 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

There are various methods available for calculating the electrostatic capacitances 

Ca and C. Of these, the variational method seems to be the most convenient for 
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analyzing conventional microstrips. The method requires one to obtain Green's function 

or potential function for a unit source of geometry under consideration. This can be 

accomplished in the space or in the spectral domain by satisfying the boundary 

conditions at various interfaces, then solving a set of algebraic equations. Alternately a 

solution can be found by using the transverse transmission line method. 

2.2.1 The Variational Method in the Spectral Domain 

The geometric configuration for determining Green's function in a rectangular 

region is shown in Figure 2.6. Poisson's equation for Green's function, in the (x, y) 

plane, for a unit charge at (xo, yo) can be written as [16][17] 

Ot G(x , yixo , y) = —el .5(x — x0 ) , (2.40) 

where V denotes the transverse component Laplace's operator. The following 

boundary condition can be applied to Figure 2.6, for continuity of fields at the i th

interface of dielectrics 

G(x, s ) = G(x, s j+0 ) (2.41) 

and 

a a r 
GE J • - 

ay 
r (X, S • )1= e j +I 

ay

—F(x,si+0)]. (2.42) 

Figure 2.7 shows the general configurations for a multi-layer microstrip line. In 

this method a charge density p(x) is assumed on the strip and Equation (2.40) is written 

for the potential 4)(x, y) in the cross-section as Figure 2.7 
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'Vo(x,y)= —(-16-)P(x)6(y —hi — h2) . (2.43) 

A 
Y 

h„ 

h2 

h1

en

* (x, y) Point Source 

C2 

Cl
x 

Figure 2.6. The geometric configuration for determining the 
Green's function in a rectangular region 

e3
• 

h 3

V 
A 

vh2

h 
• 

x

Figure 2.7. The general configurations for microstrip 
transmission line 

Next, the Fourier transform is introduced via the equation 

d 

F(P) = fl f (x) exp(jpx)dx . (2.44) 

This transforms the partial differential Equation (2.43) into an ordinary 

fferential equation of the form 

12d 413 

d 
(P, 

y)
IP ' 20 (P Y) = - (-£)P (PAY - h1 - h2 ) • 

y 2 

(2.45) 
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The following boundary conditions are to be satisfied by the transformed 

p tential function 0 (p, y): 

0(p,0)=0, (2.46a) 

(1)(P,hi)=0 (P,10, (2.46b) 

0(p,hi + =0 (P, h, + (2.46c) 

+h2 +h3)=0, (2.46d) 

d 

8 2 0 ),14- )= £ i— 4p , h,
dy dy 

£3 (-4-). (p, +h2) = £2 (—d )(I) (p, + 16-) , 
dy dy 

together with 

Lt (p, h, + h2 + 810 =0 (p, hl + h2 + ok) , sh2,0 

Lt £3 (dy  +h2 + 812;') =0E3(—d )(p , +h2 + 810 . 
6h2->0 dy dy 

us, the solution for the transformed potential function is obtained as 

here 

(p, + h2 ) = (—)G(P)P (P), 
Eo 

G(p) = 
coth(I p + £2 coth(I plh2 ) 

coth( plhi )[E2 coth(I plh2 ) + £3 COth(I p I h3 ) 
IP 

2 L 
r 

2 + 8e + 63 coth(I p I h3) coth(I p lh 

(2.47a) 

(2.47b) 

(2.48a) 

(2.48b) 

(2.49) 

(2.50) 
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i the Fourier transform of the Green's function at y = h1 + h2 and P (p) is the Fourier 

ansform of the strip charge distribution p(x) . Once G(p) and P (p) are known, the 

d sired per unit length capacitance is obtained by using Parseval's formula as 

here 

c.(27* 2)[f [o(p)fii(p)g(p)dpil, Eo — 

rw/2 

Q  = tw/2 p(x)dx

(2.51) 

(2.52) 

i the total charge on the strip and H(p) , accounting for the finite strip thickness, 

# 0) is given by 

H(p)= 
1[1+ sinh[Ipl(h3 — t)] 

2 sinh(Iplh3) 1*
(2.53) 

Equation (2.51) gives a lower bound of C. A wise choice of p(x) therefore gives 

a value C nearest to the exact one. The most commonly used trial function is 

d 

{ 
2x 

p(x) . 1+ Tv

0 

P (p)Q = 
5 

3 
—

2 
x 

2 

w w 

otherwise 

12 
+ 2

5 if
,tw

2 

2 sin(Pw) sin2(c) 
cos(Pw) 2  + 

2 Pw (Pw)2 
2 4 

(2.54) 

. (2.55) 

The variational method has been applied in many microwave transmission lines 

alyses. The detail theory and analysis results can be found in [16] and [17]. 
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2.2.2 Transverse Transmission Line Method in Space Domain 

For a lossless, nonmagnetic and isotropic substrate material the solution of 

Equation (2.40) has the form 

G =IG:(x)G: (y) , (2.56) 
n=1 

the functions G: and Gn are such that G satisfies Dirichlet's and Newman's boundary 

conditions, i.e., G = 0 on an electric wall and aG/an = 0 on a magnetic wall. Green's 

functions G: satisfying the boundary condition on the vertical walls of the configuration 

shown in Figures 2.8a, b and c can be respectively written as 

nix 
Gnx = sin( 

L 

G: = sin (2n +1)-2x; 

G: = sin (n +1)-7 j, 

where n = 1, 2, 3, ..., 00. 

(2.57a) 

(2.57b) 

(2.57c) 

To illustrate the procedure for obtaining the Green's function GnY let us consider 

the case of Figure 2.8a. Using Equation (2.57a) for G: and substituting Equation (2.56) 

in Equation (2.40) gives 

a y e 
117—c f} — G: (y) sin( ricLx = —(-1  5(x — xo )8(Y yo E
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x 

Multiplying both sides by sin(rarx L) and integrating over the period x = 0 to 

= L gives the differential equation for G: (y) 

L 14- L R L 

x 

(a) 

Figure 2.8 (a) The representative structures for the analysis of 
microstrip-like transmission lines. (b) and (c) The representative 
structures for the analysis of microstrip-like transmission lines ( 
) electric wall and ( ) magnetic wall 

[a2 

102 (y) = LE sin(pn xo )8(y — yo ) (2.59) 

where pn = nit I L 

The above equation can be shown to be analogous to the differential equation for 

the voltage in a transmission line excited by a current source of strength /0 at y = yo with 

the parameters of the line given by characteristic admittance. 

Yo = X , 

p-opagation constant 

Y=pn

(2.60a) 

(2.60b) 
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and the voltage 

V = Gn (y). 

The solution to Equation (2.59) is therefore given by 

Gn 
2 

(Y) = rac _x Sin(P,,X0)

(2.60c) 

(2.61) 

where x is the admittance at the conductor plane y= y0 . Therefore combining 

Equations (2.56), (2.57a) and (2.61) gives the solution for the Green's function at the 

charge plane y = y0 as 

Where 

and 

-  2   
G(x, y0; x0, y0)=1, _ sin(p,,x0) sin p„x , 

E 

= XI ± X2 

Xi = Xr 

2 Xr 2 coth(p,,hi ) tanh(p4h2 ) 

X„ coth(Pnhi) X„ tanh(P.h2) 

xr4 coth(p„h4) + xr3 tanh(p,h3) 
X2 = 

xr3 Xr4 coth(p„h4 ) tanh(p,,h3) 

(2.62) 

(2.63) 

(2.64) 

(2.65) 

The equivalent four-layer transmission line model is shown in Figure 2.9. 

Knowing Green's function, the line capacitance of the structure is evaluated as the 

variational expression 
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[f f(x)dxf C =  
yo; xo, Y o)f (X)f (X0)61-xdxo

, 

where s/ is the strip dimension in x direction. 

0 

d 

hl 

hi 

Sri '4 2 €r3 '4 4 

h2 h3 

€r1 4- 1r 

h4 -11 

Y4 5r4 

h3 

Y2 4--
Er 2 

Y3 

€r3 T
O 

= YO 

Y4 

(2.66) 

Short 

Figure 2.9. The equivalent transmission line model 

Once again, a wise choice of the trial function for the charge distribution f (x) 

i the strip may give a very accurate value of C. Otherwise the most appropriate charge 

stribution is assumed to be 

f(x) = (-
1 

1+K 
2 ( L 3 L -W L + W 
— x — for < x < 
w 2 2 2 

the constant K is obtained by maximizing the line capacitance C as 

(2.67) 
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where 

IL npn(Ln -4Mn )IX 
K= n odd 

M„pn(Ln -4Mn )lyc' 
n odd 

Ln = sin(Pn W ) 
2 

Mn =i 2 1{3[1Pn W 21cosrPn W )+IP"W 
pn W 2 ) 2 2 

Pn 
= 2 V  2  f

and Tn =(Ln + Kkin )2 . 
Inc pn W 

Substitution of above equations in Equation (2.59) yields 

I Tnpn 

1 n odd 5t 
C (1+ 0.25K)2

2.2.3 The Finite Difference Method 

PnW 
2 

6 sin 

(2.68) 

(2.69a) 

P "W. +6}
2 

(2.69b) 

(2.69c) 

(2.70) 

The finite deference method is a very versatile and efficient method in 

microwave transmission line analysis. Consider the two-dimensional potential problem 

it ustrated in Figure 2.10. The potential 0(x, y) , that satisfies Laplace's equation and 

certain boundary conditions on the two conductors, is to be determined numerically. The 

finite deference method concentrates on a finite mesh of points arranged in a rectangular 

grid or mesh as shown in Figure 2.11. By using techniques to be discussed, Laplace's 

equation is transformed into a set of linear algebraic equations whose solution gives the 

approximate values of the potential at the mesh points. 
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As illustrated in Figure 2.12, a uniform mesh is usually used with simple 

problems. Functions of discrete indices are then defined by 

F(i, j) = (1)(ih, jh). (2.71) 

If the complexity of the field varies over the region of interest, a nonuniform 

mesh may be desirable. The finite difference approximation for Laplacian of a function 

of two variables is 

Y • 

0 

4)=0 

v24)=--o 

(p = 1 

x 

Figure 2.10. Two-dimensional potential problem 

• • • • • 

• 

Figure 2.11. Finite-difference mesh 
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• • Ci) • • • 

(i,k+ 1) (i+ 1,k+1) 
• • • • • 

(i- 1,k) (i,k) (i+ 1,k) 
• • d • • 

(i,k- 1) 
• • 
0 

Figure 2.12. Two-dimensional mesh 

a2 ± a2 4) . 4)(x + h, y) + (0(x h, y)+ y + h) + (Kx, y h)— 40(x, y) 
(2.72) 

axe aye h2

which in discrete terms is 

V2 F(i, j)= 
F(i +1, j) + F(i —1, j) + F(i, j +1) + F(i, j —1)— 4F(i, j) 

 (2.73) 
h2

Use of this approximation with Laplace's equation 

a20 a20 0

ax2 ay 2 (2.74) 

for example, results in the discrete equation 

F(i +1, j)+ F(i —1, j)+ F(i, j +1) + F(i, j —1)— 4F(i, j)= 0 . (2.75) 

If one such equation is written for each mesh point at which the value of F is 

unknown, a set of linear algebraic equations results. If the function 4) is specified on the 

boundary, a boundary condition known as the Dirichlet condition, the value of F is 

specified on all the boundary points. With this condition we wish to satisfy (2.75) at 

each internal point. If the internal point at which we wish to satisfy (2.75) adjoins a 

boundary point, some of the functional values in this equation are known. Another 
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frequently encountered boundary condition is known as the Neumann condition, where 

the normal derivative is specified and frequently to the value zero. For the situation of 

Figure 2.13, the point (i, j) is a boundary point where the Neumann condition, 

* (i, j+1) 

Interior I Exterior 

• (i-1 ,j) • (i, j) • (i+1, j) 

•(i, i-1) 

Figure 2.13. Neumann boundary condition 

a(1) — 0 
ax 

(2.76) 

is to be satisfied. Because the functional value F(i, j) is unknown, we must use Equation 

(2.75) at this point. This requires a value for F(i +1, j) , but the point (i +1, j) is outside 

the computation region and thus the functional value F(i +1, j) is not available. The 

boundary condition (2.76) leads to 

F(i +1, j) = F(i —1, j), (2.77) 

and we could use this relation to replace the value for the point outside the computation 

region. Then (2.75) would be replaced by 

2F (i —1, j)+ F(i, j +1) + F(i, j —1)— 4F (i, j) = 0 . (2.78) 

The set of linear algebraic equations can be solved directly, even moderately 

small values of h may result in so many unknowns that direct solution is not feasible for 
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rr ost two-and three-dimension problems. For such a solution, we write Equation (2.75) 

ir form 

F(i, j)= 
F(i +1, j) + F(i —1, j) + F(i, j +1) + F(i, j —1) 

4 
(2.79) 

The process of iteration starts with some initial values F° (1, j) for the unknown 

values, and cycles repeatedly though all (i, j) pairs that correspond to unknown values 

o F, and uses (2.79) in the form 

F
1
(i, j)—  

(i +1, j)+ (i —1, j) + F° (i, j +0+ F° (i, j —1) 

4 
(2.80) 

In order to calculate an improved set of values Fl (i, j) . Then a second set of 

values can be calculated, and so on, using the general formula 

Fll (i, j) = 
Fn-1(i +1, j)+ Fn-1(i —1, j)+ j +1)+ Fn-1 j —1) 

4 
(2.81) 

where, as before, the superscript indicates the number of the iteration. This process can 

be continued until the solution has converged to a suitable accuracy. Because the change 

from one step of the iteration to the next may involve slight changes in the functional 

values, convergence is difficult to detect by examining successive steps. A safer 

procedure is to double the number of iterations successively and examine the changes 

after 1,2,4,8, and so on, steps of iteration. When these numbers change little, it is safe to 

assume that the process has converged. 

The process of iterating by repeatedly using the same equations for the nodal 

values is known as relaxation. An imporovement that speeds the convergence process is 
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known as over relaxation, and for the example of Laplace's equation replaces Equation 

(2.81) by 

Fn (i, j)= j) 

+r 
[F n-1(i +1, f) -F F nAl j)± 1  ( j +1)+ —1)  F n-1 

4 

(2.82) 

If the constant r, known as the relaxation parameter, is equal to unity, the regular 

relaxation process results. Values of r greater than unity speed convergence, but too 

large a value of r results in numerical instability. For Laplace's equation, a value of 2 

gives instability, and values near 1.5 are shown to give good results. 

In calculating the functional values for one iteration step, we used only the 

values from the preceding step, which is an iterative process known as the Jacobi 

Process. For the first calculation in each step that is all can be done. For the second 

calculation, we have a choice, because the first calculation has given us a more accurate 

value for one of the numbers. The iterative process that always uses the most recent 

numbers available is known as the Gauss-Seidel Method. The Gauss-Seidel Method can 

be shown to converge faster for a wide range of problems, and in addition, is easier to 

program since we do not need to store more than one value for each unknown. 

The initial set of value F° (i, j) required to start the iterative process can be 

chosen arbitrarily as all zero or all unity. Convergence to the desired solution occurs 

faster if one can start the process with a set of initial values that are reasonably close to 

tr e final values. 
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2.2.4 The Finite Element Method 

Although the finite element method is more difficult to implement than the finite 

difference method, the finite element method is a powerful and versatile numerical 

technique for handling problems involving complex geometries and inhomogenous 

m- dia. The generality of the method makes it possible to construct general-purpose 

computer programs for solving a wide range of problems. Consequently, programs 

developed for a particular discipline have been applied successfully to solve problems in 

a different field with little or no modification. 

The finite element analysis of any problem involves basically four steps: 

1. discretizing the solution region into a finite number of sub-region or elements, 

2. deriving governing equations for a typical element, 

3. assembling of all elements in the solution region, and 

4. solving the system of equations obtained. 

F'nite element discretization 

Discretization of the continuum involves dividing the solution region into 

subdomains, called finite elements. Figure 2.14 shows some typical elements for one, 

two, and three-dimensional problems. 

Two-node 

(a) 
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Three-node triangle Six-node triangle 

Four-node rectangle Four-node quadrilateral 

(b) 

Four-node tetrahedron Eight-node hexahedron 

(c) 

Figure 2.14. Typical finite elements: (a) One dimensional, (b) 
Two-dimensional, (c) Three-dimensional 

As an application of the finite element method to microwave transmission line 

problems, let us apply the steps mentioned above to solve Laplace's equation, V2 •:1:• = 0 . 

To find the potential 0(x, y) for the two-dimensional solution region shown in Figure 

2.15, we divide the region into a number of finite elements as illustrated in Figure 2.15. 

In Figure 2.15, the solution region is subdivided into 11 non-overlapping finite elements. 

A computer program can do the subdivision of the solution region into elements. 
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Actual boundary 

6 

e 

10 

11 

Approximate 
boundary 

x 

Figure 2.15. The solution region and its finite element 
discretization 

We seek an approximation for the potential 0, within an element e and then 

interrelate the potential distribution in various elements such that the potential is 

continuous across inter element boundaries. The approximate solution for the whole 

region is 

N 

(1)(x, y) - (1),(x, y) 
e=i 

(2.83) 

where N is the number of triangular elements into which the solution region is divided. 

Tae most common form of approximation for 4 within an element is a polynomial 

approximation, namely, 

4),(x,y)=a+bx+cy, (2.84) 

for a triangular element. The constants a, b, and c are to be determined. The potential 

, in general, is nonzero within element e but zero outside e. 
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ement governing equations 

Consider a typical triangular element shown in Figure 2.16. 

Y 4'e3 

3 
x3 Y3 ) 

2 
4'e2 

(x2, P2) 

x
10-

Figure 2.16. Typical triangular element 

The potential  6 and 6 del e 2 5  e3 at nodes 1, 2, and 3, respectively, are obtained by 

u ing Equation (2.84), i.e., 

S 

Oel 

4€2 

(I) e3 

Y2 

Y3_ 

a 

b 

C 

The coefficients a, b, and c are determined from Equation (2.85) as 

a 

b 

C 

.Y1 

Y2 

Y3_ 

Oel 

Oe2 

4 e3 

bstituting this into Equation (2.84) gives 

4:/e = [1 X y] 21A
(x2Y3 — x3Y2 ) (x3Y1 — x1Y3 ) (x1Y2 — X1Y3) 

(Y2 — Y3) (y3 — Y1) (Y1 — Y2) 

(x3 — X2 ) (x1 — X3 ) (x2 — X1) 
_ _ 

Oel 

(I) e2 

40e3 

(2.85) 

(2.86) 

(2.87a) 
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OT 

3 

Oe = (x, 4e,, 
i=1 

where 

= —21A k x2 Y3 x3Y2 (Y2 -Y3) x + (x3 -x2) yl, 

4 2 = 21A kx3Y1 x1.Y3)+ (Y3 - Y1) x + (xi — x3) y], 

4 3 = —21A kY2 — x2Y1)±(Y1 — Y2) x-F(x2 —

and A is the area of the element e. A can be written as 

A=1 
2 Y2 

y3 

1 
= 

2 x2Y1)±(x3Y1 — x1.Y3) -E (x2Y3 x3Y2)]• 

(2.87b) 

(2.88a) 

(2.88b) 

(2.88c) 

(2.89) 

The value of A is positive if the nodes are numbered counterclockwise (starting 

from any node) as shown by the arrow in Figure 2.16. Equation (2.87) gives the 

potential at any point (x, within the element provided that the potentials at the vertices 

are known. This is unlike the finite difference analysis where the potential is known at 

the grid points only. The linear interpolation functions, 4 „ are called element shape 

functions and they have the following properties [18]: 

= 0 i j 

and 

(2.90a) 
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3 

I4 i(x,y) =1. 

The functional corresponding to Laplace's equation is given by 

We = -1 .1E1E12 as .1.1Elvoer as . 
2 

(2.90b) 

(2.91) 

N tice that E = —VOe . Physically, the functional We is the energy per unit length 

associated with the element e. From Equation (2.87), 

3 

V Oe = Oei V 41 • 
:=1 

Substituting Equation (2.87) into Equation (2.91) gives 

1 3 %--43 r r
We v1 L = EOei LIV4i •V4i dSkei

(2.92) 

(2.93) 

If we define the term in the bracket as 

F(e) = V4; • V4i dS, (2.94) 

we may write Equation (2.93) in matrix form as 

= —21 E be1 [1 ibe], 

where the superscript t denotes the transpose of the matrix, 

(I)e2 

•e3 

(2.95) 

(2.96a) 
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[F(e)] =

Fie)

F 2(1e)

F 3(e) 

F 1(2e) 

F 2(2e)

F 3(2e)

F3e) - 

F 2(3e)

F 33e)

(2.96b) 

The matrix [P e) ] is usually called the element coefficient matrix or stiffness 

matrix in structural analysis. The matrix element F;(e) of the coefficient matrix may be 

regarded as the coupling between nodes i and j; its value is obtained from Equations 

(2.88) and (2.94): 

Fi(2e) = •V4 dS 

4A2 [(Y2 - .Y3 )0 /3 (x3 — x2 )(x 1 )] J dS 

= 
4A [(y2 Y3)(Y3 — Yi) + (x3 — x2 )(x1 — x3)]. 

Similarly, 

Fi(3e) = 4A [(y2 -y3)(yi - y2)+(x3 -x2)(x2 _x1)} 
F2(; ) = -471A LY3 Yi)(Yi Y2) + (xi x3)(x2 

F ile) = 4Aky2_.y3)2+(x3_x2)2], 
F2(2e) = 4A kY3 —Yi)2 + ( x i x3)2 1 

F3(3e ) = 

4A 

k 
Y2) 2 +(x2 —x1)2], 

Y1

and F2(1e) = F(12e)

F 3(1e) = F 1(3e)

1, 

(2.97a) 

(2.97b) 

(2.97c) 

(2.97d) 

(2.97e) 

(2.970 

(2.97g) 

(2.97h) 
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F 3(2e = F 2(3e

Assembling of all elements 

(2.97i) 

Having considered a typical element, the next step is to assemble all such 

elements in the solution region. The energy associated with the assemblage of elements 

is 

where 

N 1 

W = e = 2 kd' [F][[] e=1 

[d= 

4)1 

4)2 

(1)3 

(2.98) 

(2.99) 

where n is the number of nodes, N is the number of elements, and [F] is called the 

overall or global coefficient matrix, which is the assemblage of individual element 

coefficient matrices. 

So far, we have assumed that the whole solution region is homogeneous so that 

£ is constant. For an inhomogeneous solution region, the region is discretized such that 

each finite element is homogeneous. In this case, Equation (2.91) still holds, but to apply 

Equation (2.98) we may replace e by eo and multiply the integrand in Equation (2.94) 

since E (= £6,) or simply er varies from element to element. 
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S lying the resulting equations 

Since Laplace's equation is satisfied when the total energy in the solution region 

is minimum [19], we require that the partial derivatives of W with respect to each nodal 

v lue of the potential be zero, i.e., 

0 

aW aw = L aw 
a01 a02 a(1)„

aw =o 
aOk 

(2.100) 

k=1,2,L,n. (2.101) 

Inl general, this leads to 

° 

i=1 

(2.102) 

where n is the number of nodes in the mesh. For all nodes, we obtain a set of 

simultaneous equations from which the solution of [4J 44)1 

One of the methods to do this is iteration method. 

obtain 

4:on ] can be found. 

In general, at node k in a mesh with n nodes from Equation (2.102), we can 

1 n

4k = , Fkk 1=1 

(2.103) 

where node k is a free node. Since F ki = 0 if node k is not directly connected to node i, 

only nodes that is directly linked to node k contribute to Ok in Equation (2.103). 
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E uation (2.103) can be applied iteratively to all the free nodes. The iteration process 

b gins by setting the potentials of fixed nodes (where the potentials are known) to their 

p escribed values and the potentials at the free nodes (where the potentials are unknown) 

e ual to zero or to the average potential [20] 

Gave = —2 ( + (2.104) 

w ere and 0,na„ are the minimum and maximum values of 4 at the fixed nodes 

w ere the potential 4 is prescribed or known. 

At the end of the first iteration, when the new values have been calculated for all 

free nodes, they become the old values for the second iteration. The procedure is 

✓ eated until the change between subsequent iterations is negligible enough. All the 

it ration methods described in the finite difference method are applicable here. 

Among all the methods described in this chapter, only the finite difference 

ethod and the finite element method are suitable for analysis of the non-conventional 

icrostrip lines shown in Figures 1.5(a)-(0. 

The most generalized governing equation for the quasi-static analysis of any 

tr smission line is equation (2.33a). In this work, equation (2.33a) has been solved 

u ing the finite element method. The finite difference code has been developed as a part 

o this work. The finite element code was obtained from Macsyma Software [21], 

h wever the post processing code was written by the author. 
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2.3 Chapter Conclusion 

In this chapter, a brief introduction of useful network parameters of quasi-planar 

tr smission line is first presented. The emphasis has been on the incremental 

i uctance rule for loss calculation, and a new equation is proposed. The chapter ends 

w th a survey of existing numerical methods for analysis of quasi-planar transmission 

li es. 
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Chapter 3 

Verification of the Approach and the Computer 

Codes Used in This Thesis 

In the preceding chapter, a number of numerical methods have been described. 

Those methods are suitable for quasi-static analysis of propagation characteristics of 

planar and quasi-planar microwave transmission lines. The present chapter is devoted to 

the verification of the finite element method based approach proposed in this thesis. 

Once the validity of the approach is established, it is subsequently applied to the analysis 

of non-conventional microwave transmission lines described in Chapter 1 and the 

analysis of effects of metal penetration in shielded coupled microstrip line and broadside 

edge coupled suspended microshield line. 

Validity of the proposed approach has been established by comparing the 

computed results with those obtained by the vertical direction mode-matching method 

(VDMM), the spectral domain method (SDM), the conformal mapping method (CMM) 

and the finite deference method (FDM). In addition, the computed results have been 

compared with some experimental results. 
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3.1 Analysis of Shielded Microstrip Line with Finite 

Metallization Thickness 

Conventional shielded microstrip lines are extremely useful in the design of 

MICs and MMICs. This is an excellent transmission medium for super-component 

approach to circuit design, that is large-scale integration of microwave devices on a 

single printed circuit board. This transmission line also finds extensive applications at 

millimeter wave frequencies. The electromagnetic coupling effects between parallel 

coupled transmission lines form the basis of variety of useful circuits such as directional 

coupler, filter, baluns and phase shift networks. The shielded microstrip lines using 

an isotropic substrates find useful applications in microwave integrated circuits, 

especially in improving the directivity of couplers and super-conducting MMICs. As 

mentioned in the previous chapters, a large number of numerical methods have been 

developed for the analysis of single and coupled microstrip lines. Most of these 

numerical methods assume the strip conductors to be of zero thickness. Under this 

assumption, it is impossible to calculate the conductor loss using Wheeler's incremental 

inductance rule, and it is also difficult to deal with complex transmission line 

configurations. The finite element method and the finite diference method consider the 

thickness of strip conductors as regions in the boundary value problem, so that a 

numerical implementation of Wheeler's incremental inductance rule can be done 

effectively. 

Consider the single shielded microstrip line fabricated on a substrate as shown in 

Figure 3.1. The substrate could be isotropic with a dielectric constant e, or anisotropic 
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w th dielectric constants E xx and E yy in the x direction and in the y directions 

re pectively. We have listed the calculated characteristic impedances (in ohm) of the 

crostrip line for different combinations of strip thickness and widths in Table 3.1. 

• 
y 

E o hi 

h2 

I 

Figure 3.1. Single shielded microstrip line with iso/anisotropic 
substrates 

Table 3.1. Calculated characteristic impedances of single shielded microstrip line 

W 
(mm) 

th 
(mm) 

Zc 
[3.2] 

Zc 
[3.3] 

Zc 
[3.4] 

Zc 
(VDMM) 

Zc 
(FDM) 

Zc 
(FEM) 

0.2 0.1 108.53 108.96 108.07 109.32 105.40 109.11 
0.2 0.2 91.20 92.44 91.04 90.19 89.10 91.11 
0.4 0.1 80.32 80.92 79.18 80.20 78.30 79.97 
0.4 0.2 67.20 67.62 66.84 66.82 66.80 67.41 
0.6 0.2 50.02 50.54 49.42 49.65 49.60 49.85 

E„E yy = 1.0, = 1 MM h2 = 1MM, = h2 - th , [22]. 

The calculated results have been obtained by using the finite element method 

(FEM) and the finite difference method (FDM), and compared with those obtained by 

th- vertical directional mode-matching method (VDMM) [22] and other methods [23], 
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[2 ], [25]. Table 3.1 shows that a very good agreement with the published results has 

Wen obtained. 

3 2 Analysis of Coplanar Coupled Microstrips 

Coplanar coupled-microstrips is a very useful microwave transmission line. A 

valst amount of literature has been published on the numerical computation of 

propagation parameters of coplanar coupled-microstrips. The effective dielectric 

constant and the characteristic impedances for the even- and the odd-mode coplanar 

coupled microstrips were calculated by using the spectral domain method (SDM) [26], 

the finite difference method (FDM) and many other methods. Kwok-Keung M. Cheng 

derived a set of formulas for coplanar coupled microstrips based on the conformal 

mapping method (CMM) [27]. His results were compared with the results detained using 

the SDM. Figure 3.2 illustrates the coplanar coupled microstrips line structure and the 

definitions of various parameters. The substrate of the line is either isotropic or 

anisotropic. We use this structure to verify our approach and the computer code. The 

effective dielectric constants and the characteristic impedances of both the even-mode 

and the odd-mode are calculated using the finite element method (FEM). The results are 

compared with those obtained by the spectral domain method (SDM) [26] and the 

conformal mapping method (CMM) [27]. 
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 2c 

14- 7: 41. 22ba141: - 1

“.14:1 

Er (E Ely ) 

14 21 

hi 

h2 

Figure 3.2. Coupled microstrip line. h = lmm, 1 = 10mm, 
= h2 = 8.8 mm, a/c = 0.05, (b-a/(c-a) = 0.8, th = h/100 

Figures 3.3(a), (b), (c) and (d) show that the calculated results using the FEM 

have a very good agreement with the results calculated using the SDM and the CMM for 

both the even mode and the odd mode. The numbers in the legends of the figures 

indicate the substrate dielectric constants corresponding to Exx and eyy. For example 

FEM(11.6, 9.4) indicates Exx = 11.6 and Ey), = 9.4, From our results we have seen that the 

FEM has very good ability to deal with the conventional planar transmission lines for 

calculating the effective dielectric constant and the characteristic impedance for both 

isotropic and anisotropic substrates. 
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Coupled Microstrip Line (odd mode) 
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Figure 3.3. (a) Odd-mode effective dielectric constant 
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Figure 3.3. (b) Odd-mode characteristic impedance 
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Coupled Microstrip Line (even mode) 
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Figure 3.3. (c) Even-mode effective dielectric constant 
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Figure 3.3. (d) Even-mode characteristic impedance 
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3.3 Analysis of V-shaped Microshield Line 

In the preceding sections we have shown the validity of our FEM code in case of 

a conventional shielded microstrip line. In this work the validity of our approach and 

FEM code is established for a single strip non-conventional microstrip (microshield) 

line. Consider the V-shaped microshield line shown in Figure 3.4 (also shown in Figure 

1.5(a) of Chapter 1). This structure cannot be analyzed by the Spectral Domain Method 

(SDM) because the substrate is non-planar. It has been analyzed by the Conformal 

Mapping Method (CMM) by Kwok and Ian [28]. However, CMM cannot take into 

consideration of the finite metallization thickness. Consequently, loss calculation by 

combining Wheeler's incremental inductance rule and CMM is not possible. Figure 3.5 

shows that the calculations of characteristic impedance of V-shaped microshield line by 

FEM code and the CMM [28] are in excellent agreement. This also validates the 

generality of the FEM for analysis of newly emerged non-conventional microstrip lines. 

w 
-1,1th 141- b +1 d2 4-

Metal H Dielectric 

th 

Figure 3.4. V-shaped microshield line. w =1 mm, 

th=1/100mm, /= 2mm, = 3mm, 0=30° di+c/2 = w-b 

and er = 2.55 
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V-shaped Microshield Line 
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Figure 3.5. The characteristic impedances of V-shaped 
microshield line calculated using the finite element method and 
the conformal mapping method, d1 = d2 

3.4 Loss Calculation of Coaxial Line and the Validity of 

Proposed Generalization (Equation (2.27)) of Perlow's 

Equation (Equation (2.26)) 

Wheelers' incremental inductance rule, discussed in Chapter 2, can be applied to 

only those transmission lines for which there exists a closed-form equation for analysis 

of per unit length capacitance in an homogeneous medium. Slab line, strip line and 

coaxial line are a few examples. Microstrip line conductor loss calculation is also 

possible because the per unit length capacitance equation for finite thickness microstrip 

is in closed-form (empirical). However, direct application of Perlow's equation to 

microstrip is not possible unless it is generalized. 

In this section, we had first established the validity of numerical implementation 

of Perlow's Equation (2.26) by analyzing the attenuation constant of a homogenous 

coaxial line, for which a closed-form equation for attenuation constant already exists. 
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The equation for attenuation constant of a coaxial line, based on Static Field Analysis 

FA)[29], is given by 

9.5 x10-5 lfri (a + 
ot, = r dB/unit length, 

abln(a/b) 
(3.1) 

w ere f is the operating frequency in gigahertz, a and b are the radii of the inner and the 

o ter conductors respectively (see the inset of Figure 3.6), and Er is the relative 

di lectric constant of the material entirely filling the space between the conductors. The 

re ation between f and skin depth 8, is given by [30] 

8, = 0.0822h-((mils), (3.2) 

were Or is the resistivity of the conductors with respect to copper. The value of S, in 

th #s study is unity (i.e. the value for Copper). 

Figure 3.6 compares the attenuation constants of a coaxial line. Numerical results 

ar computed using Equation (3.1) and numerical implementation of Perlow's Equation 

(2 26). An excellent agreement is obtained. 

(2 

CC 

w 

What remains to be validated is the proposed generalization of Perlow's Equation 

27). 

Figure 3.7 compares the attenuation constants of an open microstrip line 

mputed by our numerical implementation of generalized Perlow's Equation (2.27) 

th those computed by a commercial software Txline [32] and published experiment 

data [31]. The results agree very closely. 
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Coaxial Line 
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Figure 3.6. Conductor losses of a coaxial line calculated using 
FEM and SFA, Er =1 and f = 1GHz 

The verification presented in the preceding sections provides sufficient evidence 

to support our method of analysis and its generality. We should mention at this point that 

the proposed generalized equation, Equation (2.27), does not depend on the geometry or 

the shape of an inhomogeneous two-conductor line. Therefore, since it is valid for an 

open microstrip line, it should be valid for any other line. The following two chapters are 

devoted to the analysis of effects of metal penetration in quasi-planar transmission line 

properties and propagation properties of non-conventional microstrip lines. 
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Figure 3.7. Total losses of shielded microstrip line. Er = 12.9 , 
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3.5 Chapter Conclusion 

In this chapter the validity of the numerical approach and the validity of the 

computer code used in this thesis are established. Validity of generalized incremental 

inductance rule for loss calculation, using modified Perlow's equation, is established by 

comparing with published experimental and theoretical results on conventional open 

microstrip. Excellent agreement between the results obtained by the proposed equation 

and published result was obtained. 
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Chapter 4 

Effect of Metal Penetration Depth in Quasi-

Planar Microstrip Lines 

In high performance complex MMICs and MICs components, the metal 

p netration depth and the associated conductor loss become important factors that affect 

th propagation and attenuation characteristics in a circuit. To the author's knowledge, 

o y one article has reported the effects of metal penetration depth into anisotropic 

su strate on the shielded single microstrip line characteristics [33]. However, the 

alysis did not consider conductor loss. In addition, to the author's knowledge, no such 

re ults have been reported in case of coupled microstrip lines. Recent developments 

re uire higher range of operation frequency [34], [35] and [36] in many cases use of 

isotropic substrate with more complex structures. One example is super-conducting 

m crostrips. It is essential to have accurate analysis of effects of metal penetrating depth 

o conductor loss of coupled microstrips and circuits, for optimal design of microwave 

and millimeter-wave devices. 
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4.1 Analysis of Effect of Metal Penetration Depth in 

Shielded Single and Edge Coupled Microstrip Lines 

The metal penetration depth in single shielded microstrip line was first studied 

by IcPyo Hong et al. [24]. In their work, the vertical directional mode-matching method 

was employed to investigate the characteristic impedance of shielded single microstrip 

line on isotropic substrate. This study and analysis considers anisotropic substrate and a 

coupled-strip structure. The characteristic impedances and effective dielectric constants 

are computed as functions of the metal penetration depth. I have also studied the effects 

of metal penetration on the conductor loss of single and edge coupled shielded 

microstrip lines. Many new results are presented. 

Consider the generalized shielded microstrip on either isotropic substrate or 

anisotropic substrate and with metal penetration, as shown in Figure 4.1. In the analysis, 

both the shielding box and the strips are assumed to be highly conducting. 

The characteristic impedance Z as a function of metal penetrating depth t2 is 

shown in the Figure 4.2. The characteristic impedance with an isotropic substrate 

( Er = 36) is Zi and the characteristic impedance with an anisotropic substrate, assumed 

to be a Z-cut lithium niobate (LiNbO3) crystal (e„„ = 43 , Ems, 28) is Za . Figure 4.3 

shows the effective dielectric constant E e  as a function of metal penetrating depth t2. 

The effective dielectric constants are Eel  and Eaffa when er = 36 , Ex, = 43 and 

En , = 28 respectively. The operating frequency is f = 20 GHz. This quasi-static 
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alysis is valid for all practical purposes as long as  << 1, where A is the 

operating free space wavelength. 

Co hi

h2 

Figure 4.1. Single shielded microstrip line with iso/anisotropic 
substrates. hi = h2 = 50pm , t, + t2 = 2µm , er = 36, Ex, = 43 

Eyy, =28 , 1=100µm and w =10pm 

The conductor losses are presented as functions of the metal penetrating depth t2

in Figure 4.4. The conductor losses are represented by a ; and a s for the isotropic 

( = 36) and the anisotropic (E = 43 , Eyy, = 28 ) cases respectively, at an operating 

fr quencyf = 20 GHz. The results have been calculated by using Wheeler's incremental 

in uctance rule and the FEM formulation. The amount of variation in conductor loss is 

al ost 7%. 

The increase in metal penetration depth increased the per unit length capacitance 

o the microstrip because the majority of the electric field is concentrated in the 

di lectric substrate. This explains the rise in effective dielectric constant and fall in 
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c aracteristic impedance. Increase in metal penetration into the substrate exposes the 

s *p conductor to larger electric field causing larger surface current and consequently 

hi her conductor loss. It must also be remembered that the electric field is always 

m ximum at the strip edges. 

Shielded Microstrip Line 
E 50 
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40 
a) 
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Zi 
:4; 30
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-c 20 

0 0.5 1 1.5 
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Figure 4.2. Characteristic impedance as a function of metal 
penetrating depth t2
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Figure 4.4. Conductor loss as a function of metal penetrating 
depth t2

Consider the shielded parallel-coupled microstrip line shown in Figure 4.5. It has 

th dimensions 1 = 110 gm, h1 = h2 = 50 gm, t1+ t2 = 2 gm, a = 5 gm, b = 15 gm. The 

e en and the odd mode characteristic impedances, as functions of metal penetrating 

d th t2 for isotropic and anisotropic substrates, are shown in Figures 4.6. the 

c aracteristic impedances with isotropic (Er = 36) and anisotropic (E,, = 43 8,3,3, = 28) 

s strates are Z, and Za respectively. The even-mode and the odd-mode effective 

di lectric constants as functions of metal penetrating depth t2 for the isotropic and the 

.sotropic substrates are shown in Figures 4.7. In this case, the effective dielectric 

c nstants, Eeffi and Eeffi„ are Er = 36 and Exx = 43 , Eyy, = 28 . 
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6 0 
  2b  

14 — 2a

1,2 

Figure 4.5. Shielded parallel-coupled microstrip line with 
iso/anisotropic substrates. h1 = h2 = 50tim , tl + t2 = 2µm , 
a = 5µrn , b =15µm , Er =36, Exx =43 eyy =28 and 

/ = 100µm 

Figures 4.8 shows the attenuation constant a, computed using the FEM and 

E uation (2.27), as functions of metal penetrating depth t2 for both isotropic substrate 

(Er = 36) and anisotropic substrates (Exx = 43 , Ems, = 28). 

Again, we find that the effect of metal penetration in dielectric is to lower the 

c acteiistic impedance, increase the effective dielectric constant and the attenuation 

c stant. However, the effects are more pronounced in case of the odd mode than in case 

o the even mode. 
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Figure 4.6. The even and the odd mode variation of 
characteristic impedance with metal penetrating depth t2
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Shielded Coupled Microstrip Line 
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Figure 4.8. Variation of the even mode and the odd mode 
conductor losses with metal penetrating depth t2, f = 20 GHz 

2 Analysis of Effect of Metal Penetration Depth in 

Broadside Coupled Shielded Microstrip Lines 

Broadside-coupled strip transmission lines are particularly useful in circuits 

w ere tight coupling is desired. Some of the specific circuits include wide-band filters 

d 3dB directional couplers. The simplest structure, the broadside-coupled 

h mogeneous stripline, was analyzed by Cohn [37] using the Schwarz-Christoffel 

tr sformation method. Besides this, the analysis of a few other simple structures using 

th variational technique has been reported [38]-[40]. Bhat and Koul [15] presented the 

v ational analysis combined with the transverse transmission line technique. 

A cording to our knowledge, no research result is available on the analysis of effect of 

m tal penetration depth in broadside coupled shielded microstrip lines. We present our 

alysis results in this section. Results will be useful in broadside coupled super-
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conducting microstrip line design, where the most commonly used substrates are 

anisotropic and have a high dielectric constant. 

Consider the broadside coupled microstrip line in Figure 4.9. It is a pair of strip 

conductors situated on either an isotropic or an anisotropic dielectric substrate. It 

supports two fundamental TEM modes, called the even-mode and the odd-mode. 

th 

d  

Fi

1 

h 

gure 4.9. 4.9. Broadside coupled microstrip line with 
iso/anisotropic substrate and suspending grooves, 
h=100µm,/=110µ,m, th=2µm, w=10µ,m, d =5µm and 
s = 10 gm 

Figures 4.10(a) and (b) show the even mode and the odd mode characteristic 

impedances of the broadside coupled microstrip line as functions of metal penetration 

depth t2. The substrate is assumed to have the dielectric constants (En. = 43, eyy, = 28), 

xx = 36, Eyy = 36) and (E„x = 28, Eyy, = 43) . The numerical results are obtained using 

of r finite element method (FEM) formulation. The results show that the metal 

(E 

penetration affects the characteristic impedance. But the effect greatly depends on the 
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c upling mode. The characteristic impedance in the even mode increases slightly (less 

th n 2.5%) as the metal penetration depth increases in the range of 0<t2<th (gm). The 

o d mode characteristic impedance decreases considerably (more than 40%) as the metal 

p etration depth increases in the range of 0<t2<th (gm). The effect of substrate 

a *sotropy on the characteristic impedance also depends on the coupling mode. In the 

even mode, the characteristic impedance is larger when < 1 than it is when —xx > 1. 
YY EYY 

In the odd mode, however, the characteristic impedance is less in case of —xx < 1 than it 
En, 

is n case of --8xx > 1. 
EY),
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Figure 4.10(a) Even mode variation of characteristic impedance 
with metal penetrating depth t2 (gm) 
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Broadside Coupled Microstrip Line 
(Odd mode) 
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Figure 4.10(b) Odd mode variation of characteristic impedance 
with metal penetrating depth t2 (gm) 

Figures 4.11(a) and (b) show the even mode and odd mode effective dielectric 

constants of broadside coupled microstrip line as functions of metal penetration depth t2. 

The even mode effective dielectric constants are approximately four times larger than 

those of the odd mode effective dielectric constants. The effective dielectric constants 

increase when the metal penetration depth increases for both the even mode and the odd 

mode. The effects of substrate anisotropy on the effective dielectric constants depend on 

the propagating mode. In the even mode, the effective dielectric constant is less when 

xx
<1 than when — >1 . In the odd mode, however, the effective dielectric constant 

E ry YY 

is lager in case of —2—"` <1 than it is in case of >1. 
YY YY 
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Figure 4.11(a). Even mode variation of effective dielectric 
constant Eeff with metal penetrating depth t2 (µm) 
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Figure 4.11(b). Odd mode variation of effective dielectric 
constant Eeff with metal penetrating depth t2 (pm) 

Figures 4.12(a) and (b) show the conductor losses in broadside coupled 

m:crostrip line. It is observed that the average conductor loss in the even mode coupled 

m:crostrip line is much less than that in the odd mode coupled line. The effects of the 

substrate anisotropy on the conductor losses also depend on the coupling mode. In the 
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even mode, the conductor losses are less in the case of —xx < 1 than in the case of 
eYY 

 > 1. In the odd mode, however, the conductor losses are lager in case of —rx <1 than 
EYY 

in the case of -ELY > 1. The effects of penetration depth on the conductor losses largely 
EYY 

d end on the coupling mode. The conductor losses have only 14% change in range of 

0 t2 5 2 (gm) in even mode. However, in the odd mode, the conductor losses have 

5 % change in range of 0 t2 5 2 (gm). 
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Figure 4.12(a). Even mode variation of conductor loss with 
metal penetrating depth t2, f = 20GHz 
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Figure 4.12(b). Odd mode variation of conductor loss with metal 
penetrating depth t2, f = 20GHz 

The above results can be explained in the following way. Consider the electric 

field distributions in broadside coupled microstrip line, as shown in Figure 4.13(a) and 

(b). In general, there is always less field in the substrate for the even mode than there is 

fo- the odd mode. As a result, metal penetration depth affects the odd mode parameters 

more than the even mode parameters. 

In case of substrate anisotropy, the effects on line parameters are more 

pronounced when E yy > E L, . The extra loss due to metal penetration is mostly 

contributed by the side walls of the strip in the dielectric. In addition, the electric field is 

more concentrated on the side walls. When ayy > exx , Ey at the strip edges is greater than 

what it would be in case of a  > E yy , as a result, comparatively large electric current 

flows on the strip side walls when a yy > E , giving rise to comparatively large power 

loss. 
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A A A 

11 

Figure 4.13(a) Electric field distribution in even mode (or 
common mode) broadside coupled microstrip line 

Figure 4.13(b) Electric field distribution in odd mode (or 
differential mode) broadside coupled microstrip line 

4 3 Chapter Conclusion 

In this chapter, a study of the effects of metal penetration into substrates of 

single, edge coupled and broadside coupled microstrip is presented. It is found that metal 

penetration has substantial effect on microstrip parameters. Also, in general, odd-mode 

parameters of a coupled line are more sensitive to metal penetration. It is also noted that 
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isotropy has larger effect on the microstrip loss when E yy >Exx than when E xx > E yy . 

T is work has been presented [44] in the paper, "A Finite element method based 

si ulation of the effect of metal penetrating depth on the conductor loss of generalized 

s 'elded coupled microstrips on iso/anisotropic substrate", which has been accepted for 

p blication in International Journal of RF and Microwave Computer-Aided Engineering. 
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Chapter 5 

Analysis of Newly Emerged Quasi-planar 

Microwave Transmission Lines 

In Chapter 1, a number of newly emerged quasi-planar microwave transmission 

lines are mentioned. These newly emerged transmission lines are different from the 

conventional microwave transmission lines in physical configuration and electrical 

properties. Unlike conventional stripline-like transmission lines, the newly emerged 

quasi-planar microwave transmission lines have more complex shields and substrate 

structures. In addition, anisotropic dielectric materials are frequently used as the 

substrate. When these transmission lines are used at high frequency, very small 

dimensions are required. Multi-layer conductors and conductor coupling are widely 

applied in Microwave Integrated Circuits (MICs) and Monolithic Microwave Integrated 

Circuits (MMICs). The finite element method is an excellent method to analyze these 

transmission lines. In this chapter, the finite element method is used to analyze 

characteristic impedance, effective dielectric constant and the conductor loss. A number 

of new structures proposed by Dr. Protap Pramanick and the author are also analyzed. 
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5.1 Study of V and W-shaped Single and Coupled 

Microshield Lines 

V and W-shaped microshield lines have recently received considerable attention 

in MICs and MMICs design [42], [43]. When compared with conventional microstrip 

lire or coplanar line, V and W-shaped microshield lines have smaller dimension 

specification and a metal shell shield the substrates and the lines. These kinds of 

transmission lines have the ability to operate without the need for via holes or air-

bridges for ground equalization. This facilitates manufacturing. In addition, microshield 

lir es offer a wide range of characteristic impedance values. 

V-shaped microshield line was first studied using the quasi-static method by 

Schutt-Aine [42]. Yuan and Ruan et al. studied V and W-shaped coupled microshield 

lir es using the Conformal Mapping Method [43]. In their work, the dielectric constant of 

the substrate is considered isotropic and the metal strips are assumed to be of zero 

thickness. As was mentioned in Chapter 3, under these assumptions, we cannot use 

Wheeler's incremental inductance rule to calculate the conductor loss. In our analysis, 

the strip conductors are considered to be of finite thickness, and anisotropic dielectric 

medium is taken into consideration. The conductor losses of the line are calculated using 

numerical implementation of Wheeler's incremental inductance rule. 

The V-shaped single-strip microshield line is shown in Figure 5.1. The variations 

of the characteristic impedance and the effective dielectric constants of V-shaped single 

strip microshield line, with respect to strip width b for different ratios of gaps d1 and d2, 

are shown in Figures 5.2(a) and 5.2(b). The results show that an increase in the gaps d1
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and d2 leads to an increase of the characteristic impedance and decrease in the effective 

dielectric constants. But the effects, with respect to d1 /d2 ratio, are not substantial, 

especially when the difference between d1 and d2 is not too large. Wider b obviously 

gives rise to large per unit length capacitance. Larger per unit length capacitance 

generates lower characteristic impedance and higher effective dielectric constants as 

shown in Figures 5.2(a) and 5.2(b). 

w 
old] I+ b 401d214-

E (C„ E,) 

Metal Dielectric 

21 

th 

h 

Figure 5.1. V-shaped microshield line, w = lmm, 

th = 11100mm , 1 = 2mm , h2 .1mm , h1 = 3mm , = 30° and 
d1-Fd2 = w-b 
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Figure 5.2(a). The characteristic impedance as a function of b/w 
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V-shaped Microshield Line 
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Figure 5.2(b). The V-shaped single microshield line effective 
dielectric constants as a function of b/w for different gap ratio 
d1/d2

The effects of substrate anisotropy on the characteristic impedance, the effective 

di lectric constant and the conductor loss of V-shaped microshield line are shown in 

Fi res 5.3(a), (b) and (c). The substrate is assumed have either isotropic dielectric 

c nstant value (c = 2.55) or anisotropic dielectric constant value 

= 2.44, eyy = 2.38 ). Subscripts i and a denote the isotropic and anisotropic cases 

re pectively. In V-shaped microshield line the dielectric anisotropy reduces the 

c aracteristic impedance and effective dielectric constant, but it has minor effect on 

c nductor loss. 
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Figure 5.3(a). The characteristic impedances in the V-shaped 
microshield line with isotropic and anisotropic substrate 
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Figure 5.3(b). The effective dielectric constants in the V-shaped 
microshield line with isotropic and anisotropic substrate 
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V-shaped Microshield Line 
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Figure 5.3(c) The conductor losses of the V-shaped microshield 
line with isotropic and anisotropic substrate 

Consider the V-shaped coupled microshield lines shown in Figure 5.4. The even 

d the odd mode characteristic impedances, the effective dielectric constants and the 

nductor losses for isotropic and anisotropic substrates are shown in Figures 5.5(a), (b) 

d (c) respectively. The subscripts i and a correspond to the isotropic ( Er = 2.55) and 

the anisotropic (E, = 2.44, a yy = 2.38) substrates respectively. 

The computed even mode characteristic impedances are much larger than the 

computed odd mode impedance. Since there is little electric field in the dielectric 

medium in the even mode, the even mode characteristic impedance is larger than the odd 

mode characteristic impedance. In addition, the odd mode impedance does not change 

considerably as the c/0.5w increases. The dielectric anisotropy has very small influence 

on characteristic impedance. The effective dielectric constant increases as the c/0. 5w 

in reases, because large field is concentrated in the substrate. The effect of the dielectric 

anisotropy is not yet noticeable. The conductor loss is reduced by approximately 
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0. 4dB/cm when the value of c/O.5w is increased from 0.2-0.9 in the even mode. The odd 

mode conductor loss has a peak value at c/0.5w = 0.5. When the value of c/0.5w is larger 

0 

d 

less than 0.5, the conductor loss is reduced. However, the even mode conductor loss 

creases monotonically with 2c/w. 
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172c
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Figure 5.4. V-shaped coupled microshield line. w =1 mm, 

th=1/100mm, 1=2mm, h2 =1mm, hi =3mm, 0=30°, 
a I c = 0.05 , b = 0.8(c — a)+ a mm 
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Figure 5.5(a) The characteristic impedances in the V-shaped 
coupled microshield line with isotropic and anisotropic substrate 
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The W-shaped coupled microshield line is shown in Figure 5.6. The W-shaped 

coupled microshield line is proposed in biaxis format by Dr. Protap Pramanick and the 

author. The structure has less sensitivity to variation in conductor dimensions. The flare 

angles of the W-shaped coupled microshield line depend on the distance between the 

two strips. As mentioned before this transmission line have the ability to operate without 

the need for via holes or air-bridges for ground equalization. 

The computed characteristic impedances, the effective dielectric constants and 

th- conductor losses of W-shaped coupled microshield lines (see Figure 5.6) are shown 

in Figures 5.7 (a), (b), and (c) respectively. 
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117;12 2 ab
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Figure 5.6 W-shaped coupled microshield line. w =1 mm, 

th=1/100mm, 1=2mm, h2 =1mm, hi =3mm, alc=0.05, 
b = 0.8(c — a) + a mm 
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W-shaped Coupled Microshield Line 
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Figure 5.7(a). Characteristic impedance of W-shaped coupled 
microshield line with isotropic and anisotropic substrate 
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Figure 5.7(b). Effective dielectric constants of W-shaped 
microshield line with isotropic and anisotropic substrate 
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Coupled W-shaped Microshield Line 
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Figure 5.7(c). Conductor losses of W-shaped microshield line 
with isotropic and anisotropic substrate 

Comparing the W-shaped structure with the V-shaped structure (see Figures 5.5 

and 5.7), it can be seen that the dielectric shape influences the even mode characteristic 

impedances and the effective dielectric constants considerably. The even mode 

characteristic impedance in W-shaped lines is about 50% of the value in the V-shaped 

line for comparable geometrical dimension. The even mode effective dielectric constant 

in the W-shaped line, on the other hand, is larger than its V-shaped microshield lines 

counterpart. In the odd mode, the characteristic impedance almost keeps the same value 

in both structures. This behavior can also be noticed in the effective dielectric constant 

by comparing Figure 5.5(b) with Figure 5.7(b). The conductor loss in the V-shaped 

microshield line is much less than in the W-shaped microshield line in both the even 

mode and the odd mode. Conductor loss in odd-mode coupled W-shaped line is reduced 

as c/0.5w increases. However the conductor loss in V-shaped coupled microshield line 

has a peak value at c/0.5w = 0.5. 
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5.2 Study of V- and W-shaped Broadside-edge Coupled 

Microshield Lines 

Broadside-edge coupled strip conductors situated between two parallel ground 

planes has been analyzed by Duncan [43] by using the variational method. Using the self 

consistent field method, Ivanov has presented formulas for the characteristic impedances 

of four rectangular bars symmetrically situated in a rectangular metal shield. A 

generalized approach which combines the variational method with the transverse 

transmission line technique has been applied by Bhat and Koul [15] to solve a class of 

broadside-edge coupled symmetric structures. 

V- and W-shaped broadside-edge coupled microshield lines are proposed by Dr. 

Protap Pramanick and the author. Like the V-shaped edge coupled microshield line 

studied in section 5.1, the dielectric substrates are assumed to be anisotropic and the 

strip conductors are considered to be of finite thickness. The V- and W-shaped 

broadside-edge coupled microshield lines are shown in the Figures 5.8 and 5.9 

respectively. They support four different modes of TEM excitation. Since the V and W-

shaped broadside-edge coupled microshield lines are of irregular shape and involve 

anisotropic substrates, the finite element method and the computer code, which has been 

validated in Chapter 3, is used to analyze them. 

The substrates of V and W-shaped broadside-edge coupled microshield lines are 

considered to be both isotropic ( Er = 10) and anisotropic ( EL, = 9.4 , =11.6 ). The 

side walls of the microshield line and the thickness of the strip conductors have also 

been taken into consideration. The computed even-even, even-odd, odd-even and odd-
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odd mode effective dielectric constants of the V and W-shaped broadside-edge coupled 

microshield lines, in both isotropic substrate and anisotropic substrates, are presented in 

Figures 5.10(a) and (b). Subscripts i and a correspond to isotropic and anisotropic 

dielectric substrates respectively. The effective dielectric constants are presented as 

functions of the conductor strip separation s in vertical direction as shown in Figures 5.8 

and 5.9. 

11-F:1214--*111 
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„ MI 
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21 

Dielectri 

Figure 5.8. V-shaped broadside-edge coupled microshield line. 
w =lmm, 1= lmm, th =11100mm , 0 = 45° , a = 0.0175mm, 
b = 0.2835 mm and c = 0.35 mm 
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Figure 5.9. W-shaped broadside-edge coupled microshield line. 
w = 0.5mm, th =1/100 mm , h = 0.5mm, a = 0.0175mm, 
b= 0.28 mm, c = 0.35mm and 1 = lmm 
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W-shaped broadside-edge coupled microshield line 
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Figure 5.10(b) Effective dielectric constants as functions of air-
gap in W-shaped broadside-edge coupled microshield line (see 
figure 5.9 for the geometrical dimensions) 

For V-shaped broadside-edge coupled microshield line, the separation air-gap s 

between the two substrates affects the effective dielectric constants in different ways 

depending on the mode of the broadside coupling. As s increases, the effective dielectric 

constant of the broadside even mode coupling (even-even mode and odd-even mode) 

decreases, but the effective dielectric constant of broadside odd mode coupling (the 

even-odd mode and the odd-odd mode) increases. This behavior of effective dielectric 

constant can also be seen in the W-shaped structure (Figure 5.10(b)), but the increase 

and the decrease are visibly reduced. 

The computed characteristic impedances of the V and W-shaped broadside-edge 

coupled microshield lines are plotted in Figures 5.11(a) and 5.11(b) respectively. For the 

V-shaped structure (see Figure 5.11(a)), the characteristic impedances of the even-odd 
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mode greatly depend on the separation s. The amount of variation in characteristic 

impedance is about 30% over the range 0.2 < s < 0.7 (mm). For the other modes, the 

amount of variation is less than 10% in the same range of s. The characteristic 

impedances are affected by the edge coupling considerably. For edge even mode 

couplings (even-even mode and even-odd mode), the characteristic impedances are 

twice those of the edge odd mode couplings (odd-even and odd-odd mode) in V-shaped 

broadside-edge coupled microshield lines. The W-shape substrate greatly reduces the 

characteristic impedance in W-shaped broadside-edge coupled microshield line. For a 

comparable set of geometrical dimensions, the W-shaped broadside-edge coupled 

microshield line has only half the characteristic impedance of the V-shaped broadside-

edge coupled microshield line in the edge even mode coupling. 
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Figure 5.11(a) Characteristic impedance for various modes and 
substrate for V-shaped broadside-edge coupled microshield line 
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W-shaped broadside-edge coupled microshield line 
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Figure 5.11(b) Characteristic impedance for various modes and 
substrate for W-shaped broadside-edge coupled microshield line 

Figures 5.12(a) and (b) illustrate the conductor losses in the V-shaped and W-

shaped broadside-edge coupled microshield lines. The operation frequency was chosen 

to be 1.5GHz. (For higher operation frequency, a higher error limitation is required, 

especially for a tight coupling structure. These leads to a longer calculation time.) It is 

observed that the average conductor losses in the V-shaped broadside-edge coupled 

microshield line are less than those in the W-shaped broadside-edge coupled line. For 

the V-shaped structure, the conductor losses in the edge even mode coupling are less 

than those in the edge odd mode coupling. However, for the W-shaped structure, the 

conductor losses in the edge even mode coupling are larger than those in the edge odd 

mode coupling. The thickness of air layer s dose not influence the conductor loess 

considerably when s > 0.3mm in both V and W-shaped structures for the structural 

parameters shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. 
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V-shaped broadside-edge coupled 
microshield line 
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Figure 5.12(a). Conductor losses for the variations of mode and 
substrate for V-shaped broadside-edge coupled microshield line, 
f= 1.5 GHz 
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W-shaped broadside-edge coupled 
microshield line 
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Figure 5.12(b). Conductor losses for the variations of mode and 
substrate for W-shaped broadside-edge coupled microshield 
line, f= 1.5 GHz 

5.3 Chapter Conclusion 

In this chapter analyses of newly emerged V and W-shaped microshield lines, 

introduced in Chapter 1, are presented. Analyses of two proposed quasi-planar 

transmission lines, W-shaped edge and broadside edge coupled quasi-planar 

transmission lines, are also presented. It is found that W-shaped lines are less sensitive 

to geometrical variation than V-shaped lines of comparable geometrical dimensions. 

Unlike in a planar transmission line, anisotropy has virtually no effect on conductor 

attenuation in V and W-shaped microshield lines. This work has been presented [44] in 

the paper "Finite element analysis of generalized V and W-shaped edge coupled and 
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broadside edge coupled microshield lines on anisotropic medium", which has been 

accepted for publication in IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech. 
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Chapter 6 

Thesis Conclusion and Scope for Further 

Research 

The purpose of this research work was to reach four goals. The first was to 

establish the suitability of the finite element method for quasi-static analysis of 

arbitrarily shaped planar and quasi-planar microwave transmission lines. The second 

goal was to generalize and implement the incremental inductance rule for loss 

calculation of inhomogeneous microwave transmission lines. The third was to study the 

effect of metal penetration depth on the electrical parameters of single and coupled 

m'crostrips in a shielded inhomogeneous and anisotropic substrate. The fourth was to 

analyze V and W-shaped microshield characteristics for various coupling modes. 

As mentioned in the introduction, modern microwave integrated circuits and 

microwave monolithic integrated circuits require high density circuit embedding. Under 

this requirement, the coupling between strips of transmission line and electric field 

distribution on side walls become very significant. The finite metalization thickness, 

substrate shape and metal penetration into dielectric medium play considerable roles in a 

circuit design. The finite element method considers the thickness of strip conductors as 

regions in a boundary value problem. In addition, the finite element method does not 

have the boundary geometric limitation. These properties of the finite element method 
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provide very good abilities to analyze arbitrarily shaped planar and quasi-planar 

transmission lines. 

The conductor attenuation constant of planar and quasi-planar transmission line 

becomes significant at higher operation frequencies. Wheeler's incremental inductance 

rule plays an important role in the calculation of conductor loss, but Wheeler's rule is 

used for homogenous structures only. When we consider non-homogenous structures 

and substrate anisotropy, Wheeler's incremental inductance rule has to be generalized. 

The generalized Wheeler's Equation (2.27) has been verified in section 3.4. Sufficient 

evidence was provided to show that Equation (2.27) can offer excellent results in 

calculating conductor loss in generalized microstrip line, and also, it does not depend on 

the geometry of the shape of a non-homogeneous two-conductor line. The results are 

agreed with published experimental and theoretical results. 

The effect of metal penetration in microwave transmission line was studied by 

H ng I. P. et al [22]. Their study was based on the requirement of high performance 

c mplex MMICs and MICs components. The effect of conductor loss has not been 

alyzed and no results were reported for coupled microstrip lines. This study and 

alyses considers both anisotropic substrate and coupled structures. This thesis has also 

alyzed conductor loss using our proposed generalized incremental inductance rule. 

T e results show that odd mode parameters of a coupled line are more sensitive to metal 

p netration, and substrate anisotropy has larger effect on the microstrip conductor loss 

w en Eyy > Ex than when Ex > Eyy . The calculated results can be explained by 

a alyzing the variation of electric field distribution when the metal penetrating depth is 

c anged. 
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A number of newly emerged V and W-shaped microwave transmission lines 

have been studied in this thesis. These transmission lines have complex physical 

configuration and electrical properties. We have used the finite element method and our 

numerical approach to analyze transmission line properties, such as characteristic 

impedance and effective dielectric constant, conductor loss and effects of metal 

penetration. The conductor loss has been calculated using the proposed Equation (2.27) 

combined with the finite element method. The calculations and results are described in 

Chapter 5. These calculations are based on the verification of our approaches and 

computer code, which are compared with various publications results and reported 

experimental results. 

From our research, it is found that W-shaped lines are less sensitive to 

dimensional tolerance than V-shaped lines for comparable geometrical dimensions. 

Unlike traditional planar transmission lines, the substrate anisotropy has essentially no 

effect on conductor attenuation in V and W-shaped microshield. By comparing the V 

and W-shaped microshield lines for various coupling modes, we have found that the W-

shaped broadside-edge coupled microshield line has a very stable characteristic 

impedance when sensitivity of the geometrical tolerance is concerned. The characteristic 

impedances change very little as the thickness s of the air layer is varied over the range 

0.2<s <0.7 (mm). This characteristic provides a great advantage in microwave integrated 

circuits embedding. 

Our finite element method approach and computer code has been developed for 

solving arbitrarily shaped non-homogenous structures, and it includes substrate 

anisotropy. The proposed conductor loss equation (Equation 2.27) does not depend on 
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the geometry of the shape, and it takes advantage of the finite element method in solving 

finite metal strip thickness effects. These advantages show that the numerical approach 

used in this thesis has a great potential in solving microwave integrated circuits problem. 

It will be useful in MMICs and MICs designs. 

The calculated results provide a considerable amount of new data for microwave 

transmission lines, which should be useful in MICs and MMICs design. Proposed V and 

W-shaped broadside edge coupled microshield lines can find a wide range of 

applications in future microwave integrated circuit technology. 

The research work presented in this thesis is at an intermediate stage of our 

microwave transmission line research. Our further microwave transmission line study 

will focus on continuation of this work and extend it to following areas: 

1. Establish the three-dimensional finite element method for MMICs 

simulation. 

2. Analyze microwave transmission line crosstalk problem and find methods to 

efficiently reduce the crosstalk. Also, consider the effects of coupling mode 

and physical shape on microwave couplers to find a solution to improve the 

directivity of microstrip-like couplers. 

3. Analyze the effects of metal penetration and anisotropy in more complex 

microwave transmission lines such as cylindrical microstrip and coupled 

microstrip with the optical axis in azimuthal and radial directions. 
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Besides microwave transmission line applications, the present approach can also 

b used in frequency dependent analysis of RF and microwave components. 
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